Longitudinal changes in cognitive and adaptive behavior scores in children and adolescents with the fragile X mutation or autism.
Studies of the relationship between the fragile X (FRAXA) mutation and autism have been controversial. Although there are differences between the two populations, individuals with FRAXA and autism exhibit remarkably similar aberrant behavior patterns. We examined comparably aged children and adolescents with FRAXA or autism to determine whether longitudinal changes in cognitive ability and adaptive behavior were similar in the two groups. We found decreases in IQ scores in young children with FRAXA as well as in those with autism. Declines in IQ scores were steeper among children with FRAXA. Older children and adolescents with autism exhibit stable test-retest scores, whereas older children with FRAXA continue to show decreases. Comparable declines in adaptive behavior composite scores were observed in both groups, at all ages tested, and across all adaptive behavior domains.